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EXCEPTIONAL RENDEZ-VOUS FOR GENTLEMEN BUSINESSMEN
MARKET OF CONTEMPORARY HEDONISM

PARIS, 01.08.2015, 17:31 Time

USPA NEWS - Will be held in November 27-29, 2015, at CARROUSEL DU LOUVRE - Paris. It is called "LE SALON DE L' HOMME -
PARIS DANDY". This is the second Edition of "THE GENTLEMEN TRADE FAIR". Very soon, we will have a second Fair "LE SALON
BELLES MONTRES" dedicated to the Prestigious Watchmaking (8th Edition)

The Dandy saw several manifestations as the years went by, and the idea of clean masculine elegance inspired by Brummel continued
to be interpreted a little differently by the next generation who took it up : each aspire to elegance in its own way. Thus while having the
simple goal of pursuing elegance and impressing by fashion, dandyism has nevertheless seen a multitude of expressions over its
history.

We have four types of Dandies :

- The butterfly Dandy : Joyaux of the fashion world. For example, The Count D'Orsay (the father of Butterfly Dandies)
- The Romantic Dandy : The lover of elegance past. For example, Byron (the father of Romanticism)
- The Aesthete Dandy : The well dressed artist. For example, Oscar Wilde (the prince of Aesthetes)
- The Decadent Dandy : The philosopher of pleasure. For example, Count Robert de Montesquiou (the prince of Decadents)

Nowadays, the idea came from a gentleman who hates shoppping just for the sake of it and aslo to wonder around in departement
stores. His desire was to create the first Trade Fair dedicated to THE GENTLEMAN. This is a public event destinated to insiders,
unique place where all fields dedicated to dandy's lifestyle are represented : Fashion, High-Tech, Art de vivre, Toys for men, Sports,
Gastronomy and Watchmaking. This is a Rendez-vous for the actual pleasure-seeker.
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